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In 1856, Samuel Austin Allibone, a literary acquaintance of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s, persistently requested the replacement of a pencil he claimed that Longfellow had given him one afternoon—a pencil Longfellow had used in “writing out the far-famed Hiawatha.” Though he hoped to find the gift “in some of one of my vest pockets,” Allibone asked, in June 1856, “May I be so bold, as to ask you to send me per mail another one of the pencils so employed?” 1 After a gentle reminder from Allibone the following October—“I should be really obliged to you for a pencil which was employed in the same good service” 2—Longfellow sent the desired relic to Philadelphia in January 1857 with a brief note apologizing for his delay and expressing his pleasure at hearing of the progress of Allibone’s revision of his Critical Dictionary of English Literature, and British and American Authors, where Longfellow’s name and extended literary biography would appear in 1858. 3

By 1856, two years after he retired from Harvard, Longfellow was, in effect, a household name. Spurred by numerous editions of single- and multiple-volume collections of his poetry, by printing and reprintings of his poems in a broad range of periodicals, and by his popular narrative poems Evangeline (1848) and The Song of Hiawatha (1855), Longfellow’s reputation had spread across the nation and abroad. But a decade and a half earlier, Longfellow had been an emerging poet, with two rapidly-selling single-volume collections to his name (Voices of the Night, published in 1839, and Ballads and Other Poems, published in 1841). In the late 1830s and 1840s a ‘star system’ of poets emerged in American literary culture, supported by the rise of periodicals willing to pay both male and female poets increasingly significant amounts of money for their emotionally charged works. This development coincided with Longfellow’s own emergence as a poet. 4 Although as a student in the 1820s Longfellow had published several poems in the short-lived United States Literary
Gazette, Longfellow first made his mark as an American poet in the late 1830s, with a series of “psalms” published first in the Knickerbocker Magazine.

In Voices of the Night and Ballads and Other Poems, Longfellow first compiled the poems that had appeared in periodicals into a volume that clearly linked the poet’s name to the uplifting psalms that, according to the magazine’s list of “Agents,” had ranged via the Knickerbocker as far afield as Savannah, Georgia; Nashville, Tennessee; Bloomington, Indiana; Ypsilanti, Michigan; St. Louis, Missouri; New Orleans, Louisiana; Key West, Florida; and Montreal. As he made the transition during the 1840s and 1850s from emerging to established poet, Longfellow drew on his fan mail as evidence of his widening reputation.

As Christoph Irmscher has recently argued, the emotional presence readers sensed in his poems and the accessibility of his poems encouraged Longfellow’s contemporary readers to identify with him on a personal level and, consequently, to correspond with him in a particularly familiar way. To the historian, and to Longfellow himself, Longfellow’s admirers’ letters attest to the success of these sentimental transactions. Functioning both as evidence of reader response and as evidence of one poet’s need for a demonstrable audience, Longfellow’s fan mail, carefully preserved by himself and family members, offers insight into the cultural significance American readers attributed to poetry and to their popular poets. Yet Irmscher focuses heavily on letters written to and by Longfellow as an older man, letters directed to the beloved “Poet of the Heart” photographed by Julia Margaret Cameron in 1868. In her work on the schoolroom poets’ reception in the postbellum decades, Angela Sorby cogently argues that Longfellow’s reputation reached its peak after the Civil War, in direct relation to the diffusion of his poetry in schoolroom anthologies and texts which found in Longfellow a genteel and democratic figure easily assimilated for instructional and Americanizing ends because of the highly accessible vagueness of his injunctions to action.
By the postbellum decades, Longfellow had become a highly recognizable institution buttressed by a substantial body of work.  

Letters written to Longfellow during the 1840s and 1850s, the early decades of the early development and consolidation of his reputation, attested to the growth and expansion of his reputation. Given their willingness to read Longfellow’s poems as sources of character development and uplift, one could assume that the readers who chose to write to Longfellow were members of the middle or upper classes. However, with Harper Bros. publishing a cheap fifty-cent edition of Longfellow’s poems in 1846 and a similar sixty-two cent edition in 1849, print version of his poems almost certainly reached a broader audience by the end of the 1840s. Additionally, in 1845 and 1851 Congress passed measures reducing letter postage and simplifying postage rates, based on distance and letter weight; in 1851, domestic correspondence could be sent at the flat rate of five cents for a half-ounce letter traveling up to three thousand miles within the United States, with a discount for prepaid postage. These developments made frequent letter-writing an option for more and more Americans.

As William Decker, and more recently, David Henkin, have noted, the letter as document bridges spatial and temporal gaps between writer and intended recipient while also highlighting those distances. Emphasizing ‘real’ rather than expressly fictional letters, Karen Lystra has described Victorian love letters as connecting documents but also as repositories of personal information and performances of the individual or romantic self, intended for the beloved (or future beloved) reader; Henkin has argued that the dominant relationship enacted by letter-writers in mid-nineteenth-century postal culture was familial, rather than romantic. Generally, historians have written most often about letters as they function within existing relationships, most likely begun in person and with a basis outside the framework of letter-writing: letters which maintain relationships. Notably, though, Henkin and Scott
Sandage have also written about various subspecies of mail addressed to recipients personally unknown to the writers—circulars and scams in Henkin’s case, begging letters in Sandage’s. Fan letters, however, carried the hope of triggering a response and, with luck, a relationship with the object of the admirer’s affection that would extend beyond a one-way correspondence.⁹

Readers who chose to write to Longfellow identified him as a likely source of guidance, influence, or information. As his work reached a growing audience, Longfellow’s admirers requested tangible evidence of relationship with the poet: a letter, lines of poetry, or some other memento which would both symbolize and stand in for Longfellow’s physical presence.¹⁰ These letter-writers hoped to create a relationship with Longfellow, in many cases a personal relationship, but in some cases they also sought to create a kind of professional relationship, through requests for evaluation which strongly carried the hope of critical approbation. A good number of these letters went beyond mere praise, offering Longfellow the back-handed compliment of requesting, if not insisting, that Longfellow to read their poetry and call it good. These admirers presented themselves to Longfellow as hopeful poets, yearning for Longfellow’s critical blessing and recognition of themselves as brother or sister poets.

Such letters attested to Longfellow’s standing as a man of letters—a man who knew quality literature and was in a position to determine what was and was not “good enough.” Clearly demonstrating the breadth of Longfellow’s reputation, such requests also stood increasingly as acknowledgments of his own skill as a poet and as a cultural arbiter. Though Longfellow the poet remained based in Craigie House in Cambridge, during the early decades of his career as a poet, his influence as poet and, implicitly, as critic, extended across a nation of readers. By writing favorable and favor-seeking letters, his admirers
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simultaneously attested to that growing influence and sought to benefit from it. If these letters represented their authors’ hopes of establishing a correspondence with a beloved poet, they also represented, to that poet, tangible evidence of an audience of individual yet aggregated readers. If the letters demonstrated readership and interpretation of Longfellow’s poems, they also reflected, to the emerging poet, the existence of an increasingly national readership and marketplace.

“You will I have no doubt, be surprised on opening this note and wonder who the _______ (I won’t say that naughty word) this can be from,” wrote Ada Forsyth of Toledo (“a Buckeye girl born and bred”) to Longfellow in August 1859.11 Many of Longfellow’s fans began their letters by identifying themselves as strangers, then immediately attempted to erase that lack of relationship by asserting that they did “know” Longfellow, through his poetry. Speaking for many others, in 1855, S. R. Phillips, possibly a bank clerk, wrote from Kenosha, Wisconsin that “I cannot consider you as a stranger, for I have perused you [sic] writings so often that you almost seem like an acquaintance.”12 Shared emotion, suggested an unidentified “Miss Oakes,” bound her to Longfellow:

I am writing to a friend, whom I regard and respect for loving dearly the music of words which you send from your heart to bless the world, cheered by that music, in many an hour, when darkness and gloom slung over life’s pathway, and illness lay her heavy burden upon drooping shoulders—blessed by it when the clouds were gone and brightly the sun shone where tears had fallen—how can you be a stranger to me?13

Others expressed their sense of relationship based on responses to particular poems.

Chauncey T. Gaston of Chicago sent a printed “Memorial” from his son’s funeral; the sheet reprinted Longfellow’s poem “Resignation” with minor alterations made to fit the poem to the Gastons’ circumstances. Wrote Gaston, “If, as I suppose to be the case, you are a parent, you will ask no long apology for my thus laying open to you this fireside scene in my family
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circle. My wife also joins with me in grateful remembrance for the service you have rendered us.”¹⁴ The service in question was the writing and publication of the poem itself and not, as a casual reader might assume, Longfellow’s actual attendance at the funeral.¹⁵

Others wrote with more tangible ends in sight. In addition to Samuel Allibone’s persistent desire for a pencil used in writing Hiawatha, letter writers requested items ranging from locks of hair to likenesses of Longfellow. In her 1859 letter Ada Forsyth wrote: “I have read and reread your works till, what wonder, that my mind has wandered from the writings to the writer. --- Pls. Mr. Longfellow dare I: dare I ask you for a little tiny likeness of yourself (on leather) for my own selfish self that I may keep and look at whenever I please And compare the real with the ideal poet,”¹⁶ as if the likeness would stand in for the presence of the poet more authentically than his poetry could. Susan S. Williams has written thoughtfully about the tension authors and viewers perceived between written description, painted portraits, and daguerreotypes; in this case, by expressing her desire to see the “real” poet, Forsyth seems to be requesting an accurate likeness of Longfellow. By 1859, however, engraved images of Longfellow had been in circulation for years—in its April 1843 number, for example, Graham’s Magazine ran an engraving of an 1839 portrait of Longfellow by Willem Hendrik Franquinet.¹⁷ Also, by 1859 Longfellow could conceivably have sent her a carte de visite; the Longfellow National Historic Site includes in its collection one dated c. 1858 and one dated c. 1859, both taken at Silsbee’s studio in Boston.¹⁸ Forsyth, however, had been clear in her letter about the medium she hoped for: a miniature on leather, a more expensive and less easily circulatable portrait. More significant, in an era when authors’ images were beginning to appear in conjunction with their works, is Forsyth’s request that Longfellow himself provide the image. She asked that a gift—figuratively, of himself—be given to her from his own hands.¹⁹
Other fans requested copies of Longfellow’s poems, or excerpts from poems, written in Longfellow’s own hand. Such requests are examples of the same desire for tangible symbols of the poet’s regard reflected by Samuel Austin Allibone’s persistent hunger for a Hiawatha pencil. Yet Allibone’s request, along with demands for lines written in Longfellow’s hand, also reflected readers’ awareness of the material processes of poetry writing, and suggested an emotional privileging of manuscript writing over print. Responding to Longfellow’s works in print, these letter writers desired the greater intimacy of manuscript.20

Handwritten correspondence linked the poet with, literally, his writing. Readers requesting objects or written lines from Longfellow also hoped that a personal letter from Longfellow would accompany the desired object. In one highly poetical epistle, Henrietta A. Smith of New Brunswick, New Jersey wrote to Longfellow of a misplaced letter. Her diction seems intended to suggest a shared poetical nature:

It came to me, a gentle wanderer, toilworn, with drooping wings and its bright robes stained with the rain and dust of earth. It found a joyous welcome. . . . It told me whence it came, whither it went and having found in me a mutual friend, it murmured against you. . . . I think you may expect its coming very soon—if you keep the secret.21

And then, in smaller letters, Smith wrote, “Please answer.”22 Others were less roundabout in their requests for correspondence; in 1856 N. T. Rosseter, “the happy possessor of a copy of ‘The Song of Hiawatha’” which brought him (or her) “emotions of sincere delight & gratitude,” stated: “I dare to ask for such simple recognition of my gratitude from your own hand, as shall visibly identify ‘The Song’, with its illustrious author.”23

Return correspondence which included a literal re-writing of poetry drew the connection between poet and reader even more strongly. Anyone could clip a verse from a newspaper or magazine, and after 1839, when Voices of the Night first appeared, anyone could
buy a volume of Longfellow’s poetry. Only the select few could boast of a copy of a well-known poem in its author’s hand. Such requests highlight the extensiveness of Longfellow’s circulation, based as they usually were on encounters with his printed poetry, through individual or collective reading. Indeed, admirers’ frequently mentioned described a family or other small group listening as an individual read Longfellow out loud; Charles Baldwin Sedgwick of Syracuse wrote to Longfellow describing reading “The Courtship of Miles Standish” to a class of “about twenty young ladies,” a regular salon established by his wife for “all the young people sufficiently interested to attend.” At the same time, requests for manuscript lines also emphasized the transition from manuscript into print enacted in publication. A poem in print was a commodity; and one way or another, consumption of a printed poem usually involved money exchange, whether at the point of purchase or at various other moments in the publication process. A poem in manuscript (while also salable in the separate context of collecting), to these letter writers, was a sign of intimacy, by virtue of having been produced by the hand of the poet himself without the intermediaries implied by publication.

Predictably, Longfellow received numerous requests for autographs, with 410 known simple requests for autographs arriving between 1844 and 1865. Autograph collecting became a common hobby in the United States in the 1830s, with several notable collectors amassing huge collections. Collectors studied their holdings for signs of individual genius and character, thought to be revealed in the remarkable individual’s handwriting. The Houghton’s holdings of letters merely requesting Longfellow’s autograph are separate from the general Longfellow correspondence, and many of these letters contain only one or two sentences identifying the writer as a collector and requesting Longfellow’s autograph. Occasionally, however, the request included by more extended praise or more information
about the letter writer; the line between these letters and those catalogued with the general correspondence can be thin. However, requests for recopied lines of a poem, or for a return letter, differ from simple requests for an autograph since, particularly in the case of a letter, such a response demonstrated—and demanded—more conscious effort from the celebrity being addressed. Emily Allibone, eight-year-old daughter of Samuel Austin Allibone, wrote to her father’s colleague in 1859, informing him of her particular favorites among his poems and, referring to the many letters “papa” was receiving from authors, exerted a bit of peer pressure on Longfellow by informing him that: “Mrs. Sigourney wrote to me and I do wish you would please answer this.”

A letter or lines from Longfellow, signifying that connection, could serve as a kind of social currency. In 1855, Lucia Alden wrote from Bridgewater, Massachusetts asking for a letter from Longfellow to secure a place in her academy’s ‘in’ group. The “great girls” at her academy were collecting autographs, and had told “we little ones” that they couldn’t get any autographs. Determined to prove the older girls wrong, Alden asked for Longfellow’s, and added: “And I wish instead of sending me something you have written before, you would send me a nice little letter all to myself. . . . I want some of your writing, for a person writing seems more like them than anything, I think don’t you?” While Alden desired something in Longfellow’s own hand, her knowledge of him as her would-be correspondent and source of status was based on his writing—in print form. She asked for his autograph, plus: not merely his signature, which “all the great girls” could get, but something extra, “a nice little letter all to myself,” manuscript and content to be treasured, and, significantly, displayed to those “great girls.”

Similarly, in an undated letter, Eugenia Potter of Lancaster, Kentucky, a would-be poet and proud recipient of a letter from Longfellow, reported a conversation with her
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friend Dr. Smith, who had brought his autograph collection for her to examine. “Among others,” wrote Potter, “was ‘Henry W. Longfellow’, which he displayed with great pride. ‘Oh!’ said I ‘that’s nothing. I have a whole letter from him!’ ‘A letter!’—he exclaimed—‘Let’s see it.’ I produced it and he forthwith regarded me with envy.” A letter suggested conscious composition beyond the mere automatic signing of one’s name; a letter could stand as acknowledgment of the requestor’s individual worthiness of the poet’s effort. To these letter writers, a communication from Longfellow could establish or shore up their own immediate social relationships.

A line from Longfellow could even, apparently, further courtship. In February 1858, Malcolm MacEuen, the son of an acquaintance of Longfellow’s whom Longfellow had assisted previously, wrote that the previous evening “a very charming young lady expressed in my presence a strong desire to have your autograph, and written by you, the two verses beginning: ‘Lives of great men all remind us’ and ‘Footsteps which perhaps another’ [from ‘Psalm of Life’],” adding

I can only plead as my excuse for plaguing you the charms of the young lady, and the inducement held out by your kind compliance with all my former requests; on the same principle that induced a poor devil of a German here to infer, that, because Papa lent him some money to get out of a scrape once, it gave him a prescriptive right to come and borrow money whenever he wanted to, a mode of argument, which, in the German’s case at least, proved woefully [sic] fallacious.

MacEuen wrote two more letters during 1858 making the same request and helpfully providing the verses in question; on 17 December 1858 MacEuen wrote simply, “Please send me those verses, and I’ll never forget you.” His next letter to Longfellow, dated 23 December, thanked him for the “second copy” of the lines. In one case, a fan hoped his letter would lead to a more direct form of courtship. Several months after writing to Longfellow asking to meet with him to discuss his hopes of publishing a book about army
life, Asa Mitchell wrote the following to Longfellow in 1861: “Sir. I am desirous of getting married. I believe you have a daughter of a suitable age for marriage. From the necessity of her parentage she must be a lovely girl,” and asked for permission to court the girl.  

Along with requests for autographs, letters, or lines of poetry, readers wrote to Longfellow hoping that he would read their poetry, either in manuscript or in print form, and pronounce them to be poets. If many of these letter writers identified Longfellow (unilaterally) as a friend, frequently the object of this friendship was literary patronage, defined in terms of influence rather than income: some admirers wanted Longfellow to use his reputation and poetic authority to further their own literary careers. These hopeful poets were looking to be discovered by Longfellow, whose publication and broadening circulation identified him as a poet able to fuse cultural and economic success. Simultaneously, they hoped to be raised by Longfellow to the status of peer and personal friend. This was suggested by the desire for manuscript and especially by the requests for ‘personal’ letters, which could be both a sign of favor and the crucial first step to the road to a more tangible relationship.

Miss Oakes followed her assertion that she ‘knew’ Longfellow with the following request:

[T]ell me what you think of the lines I send to you—have I talent enough to go before the public and succeed? Interested and loving friends are not safe judges. . . . I send only a few lines for I fear I am doing wrong to thrust myself or my affairs upon the notice of one whose time is so precious, but I long for the sincere opinion of one whom I can trust.

In a similar vein, in 1856 John Flavel Mines of Middletown, Connecticut, “dared to come” to Longfellow for advice. Wrote Mines: “I have written, partly, a Poem—in silence, & secretly. . . [and] to your leniency I would submit it, that I may have your encouragement, or that I may know that the remembrance of it is hidden where it will not be brought up in
sentiment against me.” Invoking time and effort put into composition (“these precious hours of bending over & perfecting a sculptured sculpturing a grand thought till I can hear it speak to me”) Mines’ language suggested the influence of Byron: “It is either a Poem—or it is—nothing.” Mines concluded, “It is a great favor—but—pray, grant it—it will add more to the gratitude which I, with the whole world, owe Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.” Longfellow seems not to have answered this impassioned plea; we know this, because three weeks later Mines sent another—briefer—letter, pleading: “I scarcely know why but I cannot help urging the request—again let me beg you to consider me less importunate than in earnest.”

Like Mines, many of these letter writers hoped that Longfellow would recognize them as a fellow poet. Sallie Ada Reedy’s 1856 letter from Mississippi speaks for many; she wrote: “You are a poet—you know the spirit of true genius wherever you meet it. . . . Will you, at leisure, tell me if Laughing-Eye was written under the true poetical inspiration?” In a similar, if humbler, vein, Lester A. Miller of Vermont wrote in 1860 that he would respectfully, but with diffidence, place before you, for your criticisms and suggestions, the accompanying lines, written a few weeks since. They are not, probably, of sufficient merit to warrant any elaborate attention, and I would not ask that of you.

Miller continued, self-effacingly, “Suffer me to disclaim helicorian aspirations, for I well know that my abilities and advantages are not of a character to allow me to quaff from that inspiring fountain.” Claiming diffidence and the fear of publicizing poetry which posterity might ridicule (but also eager to demonstrate the extent of his reading, quoting Pollok in the letter), Miller nevertheless sent Longfellow the poem, which now resides in a folder bearing his name in the Longfellow Papers at the Houghton Library—not, apparently, returned.

James Cocke Southall of Charlottesville, Virginia, wrote requesting Longfellow’s opinion of a poem he claimed had been accepted by the Knickerbocker “but owing to an accident not
necessary to be gone into” had instead appeared in the August 1854 number of the *National Magazine* (New York). Claiming that his own poetical work had been inspired by Longfellow’s, Southall concluded, pragmatically and self-protectively:

> I think the sooner one learns he ain’t a poet the better: & there are a plenty other paths of ambition without his being disturbed at making the discovery. The specimen enclosed is almost the only thing I ever attempted, & I am therefore so uncommitted, that I am at any time ready to let the matter drop.  

In his postscript Southall added: “I think the changes introduced by Mr Stevens were not in good taste—but of this you will judge.”

> In a similar vein, in 1846 William Henry Rhodes of Cambridge sent Longfellow a published volume of his poems in hopes that Longfellow would pronounce on the work’s value and write a favorable notice. Rhodes claimed that if he did not get such an estimate, he risked “swallowing the criticism of some poetical quack;” yet Rhodes also felt sure that if he asked for Longfellow’s opinion he risked—through Longfellow—public ridicule for productions which might otherwise have “passed quietly to the undisturbed refuge” of the top shelf of a young men’s or circulating library. Yet, Rhodes reasoned:

> [I]t is hardly too much to expect, that one who possesses the key to the interior, should either introduce <me> to its outer Halls,—for here my ambition at present halts—or give his reasons to the public, whose high Priest he has become, why I may not be admitted.

Aware of the indifference or even ridicule a volume of poetry by an unknown poet could meet in the American literary market, Rhodes sought to increase the chances of the volume’s successes by asking this increasingly well-known poet—“one who possesses the key to the interior”—to “introduce” him to the literary world. It is worth reiterating that Rhodes wrote in reference to a volume which had already been published; what he sought was Longfellow’s guidance and influence in the presentation and marketing of the volume. His letter concluded, “I have full confidence, that you will put into practise the golden rule, ‘Do
unto others as you would, that they should do unto you—”’ a statement which neatly highlighted the potential for moral coerciveness in that golden rule.  

Longfellow’s fan mail did not often register the commodification of poetry. Outside of several requests for commercial endorsements, of the letters I have seen asking for recognition as a poet, only a handful explicitly mentioned the hope of money as a motivating force behind poetry writing. In one of those, a woman who identified herself as Elvira Perkins wrote to Longfellow from East Boston asking for his assistance, claiming herself to be “surrounded by a numerous family, with a husband in feeble health and depressed spirits, [and feeling] it her duty to make an attempt to aid in their support and education of the family.” Yet she justified her choice of Longfellow as potential mentor by using the language of sentiment: based on her belief “that you of all the poets I have read would best understand me—would use the most candor—that . . . while you will find many imperfections in the style and <many> verbal inaccuracies there is that earnestness and depth of feeling in your own productions, that would lead you to look more at the spirit, the soul of a work more than at its outward dress.” In her letter, Perkins subsumed her economic hopes into the emotional bond she hoped her letter, and the shared sensibility it demonstrated, would create with Longfellow.

It is entirely possible that “Elvira Perkins” was in fact the Judith Grant Perkins, who in 1858 published a volume *Harp of the Willows* under the pseudonym “Elvira.” The copyright page of this volume lists copyright as being in the name of “Mrs. Perkins.” The publication of this volume may have represented Perkins’ real goal in writing to Longfellow. She may have hoped for support for a project she contemplated putting into print, perhaps a review or a blurb by the well-known poet to help promote her volume.
Some readers also alluded to the political utility of Longfellow’s work. William Marsh, writing in 1856 from Greenville, North Carolina, declared:

Together with thousands of other citizens I have perused with much gratification your beautiful Poem—Hiawatha. Sir I think the Union is indebted to you for this great national Bond, for such I concur [sic] it to be and of more force in binding together the different parts of the Nation than may compromises—or high sounding state papers. . . . It is to be hoped that our literary men may long continue to occupy their present high, and exalted position as patriots—who love their whole country—and the union of the States.  

In fact, Longfellow rarely made explicit political statements in his poetry. Poems like “The Arsenal at Springfield,” “The Jewish Cemetery at Newport” and “The Building of the Ship” stressed peace, harmony, and union among differing groups, a theme echoed in Hiawatha. Although his close friend Charles Sumner and others urged him to take a more directly active role in politics, Longfellow’s one foray into controversial subject matter, the publication of his Poems on Slavery (1842-3) first as a standard edition and then as an authorized tract published by the New England Anti-Slavery Tract Association (1843), in addition to two, more veiled, antislavery poems published in the 1845 and 1846 numbers of the antislavery annual Liberty Bell, was the limit of his direct political activity. Yet Marsh’s letter, composed in North Carolina, suggests the broad appeal—and uses—of Longfellow’s diffused unionism during the political turbulence of the 1850s. Nevertheless, Longfellow’s primary poetic goals involved emotional and moral, rather than explicitly political, service to his readers.

Letter-writers’ use of explicitly economic language to describe their “debts” to Longfellow implied more contractual relations, but in reality adhered more closely to patronage models, since clearly these admirers did not expect to pay off the cultural debt they claimed to owe Longfellow. Charles Augustus Pairs of New York wrote to Longfellow in 1855:
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I feel unwilling to allow the year to close without paying off (to the best of my ability) all obligations I am under to others—and I find in looking over my “bill book” that I stand largely indebted for a very large share of real gratification to “Hiawatha[.]” Will you allow me to offer you a partial payment in the shape of a grateful expression of sincere thanks for the pleasure you have afforded me in that beautiful production.\textsuperscript{52}

Others acknowledged similar obligation, but, ironically, attempted to put themselves even further in Longfellow’s debt, asking for autographs or other favors as described, neatly following the pattern of MacEuen’s “poor devil of a German.” Fans wanted to continue to be in Longfellow’s debt—that is, to be the recipients of his poetry. In some cases, fans seem to have believed themselves to be discharging that debt through their expressions of gratitude.

The imbalance of this ‘debtor’ relationship is captured in L. M. Greene’s 1840 request for a copy of Longfellow’s “little poem on Human Life” for a lady, who, according to Greene,

\begin{quote}
can only say, that if you can find a production of hers which you admire as much as she has admired th\[torn\] [s]he will confer the like favour on you with pleasure. . . . and she thinks that if you knew how much pleasure it would give her to see it as it first emanated from your pen, you could do no less than transcribe it for her.\textsuperscript{53}
\end{quote}

Since it was unlikely that Longfellow would find (or look for) a poem of the lady’s that he would admire as much as she had admired his, Greene was really requesting that Longfellow provide a manuscript copy of the poem solely for the pleasure it would provide a reader—placing both Mr. Greene and the lady even further in his debt. Mr. Greene’s debt, Mr. Pairs’ debt, the ‘debt’ readers claimed to owe Mr. Longfellow, would never be paid. Yet, Greene’s letter, from Boston, arrived early in Longfellow’s public career as a poet, close on the heels of the publication of \textit{Voices of the Night}. As the spokesman for at least one admirer and likely also for himself as well, Greene’s letter attested to the poet’s growing reputation.
In his journal, Longfellow occasionally complained of incessant letters, and some of his complaints directly related to unsolicited poems he had received. In an December 1845 entry where he recorded his pleasure at Carey & Hart’s intention at putting out a second printing of his collected poems only ten days after the first printing’s appearance, Longfellow wrote, “Also a letter from Mr. Tracy of Buffalo, asking my opinion of a poem of his called ‘The Rhyme of the Tempest Fiend’. Hardly fair, that; as I do not know him.” Yet, he sent Tracy a brief response, calling the poem “a very clever one in its kind,” identifying its main weakness as “a little want of finish or, to use a longer word, elaboration.” The following October he complained: “All my hours and day go to perishable things; and no line is written that may last. College takes half the time; and other people with their interminable letters, and poems, and requests and demands, take the rest.” Fan letters stood for the press of the market: faceless readers made demands on the literal persons of the authors themselves—demanding time, energy, handwriting, locks of hair, even daughters.

Michael Newbury has written perceptively about the author’s sense of ‘enslavement’ to the mass reader; Richard Brodhead has noted the real intrusiveness experienced by Louisa May Alcott at the hands of her fans, recorded in her novel Jo’s Boys (1886). The fan letters included in Fanny Fern’s novel Ruth Hall have their counterparts in Longfellow’s real fan mail. Fern’s heroine is shown chuckling over her fan mail and, rather good-naturedly, refusing to respond to the more egregious demands. Yet Ruth is also moved to tears by letters testifying to the uplifting moral effect her works have had on a given reader; upon reading one of these, Ruth concludes: “This will repay many a weary hour.” Fan mail offered both frustration and reward to the author.

Susan S. Williams has argued that readers’ fan mail compelled Susan Warner to continue writing in the sentimental domestic mode, when she might have preferred to try
other keys. Williams’ analysis points to an important aspect of reader response: the Warner sisters’ economic need, which spurred them to write, kept them in a kind of thrall to their readers. Admirers praised, but also instructed, the Warners. Their letters stood as signs of purchase, and, if their injunctions were obeyed, as promises of future purchases. 59

Longfellow, who was Smith Professor of Modern Languages at Harvard from 1836 until his retirement in 1854 and who also, after his remarriage in 1843, had a substantial income from his second wife’s family, did not experience the economic urgency the Warner sisters did. Yet his personal account book showed his awareness of the money-making potential of his work. In his listings of income from 1841 through 1844, underneath the total income, he subtracted his Harvard salary, and, in 1843 and 1844, his wife’s income, and recorded the remainder: the amount he had earned through his belletristic writing. 60 Though conscious of his ability to profit from his poetry, Longfellow did not need this income in the way the Warners did, and consequently could afford to be less driven by his fans’ responses.

But Longfellow framed his goals in terms of moral utility, preferring to downplay his interest in profiting from his poetry. During the antebellum decades, critics, poets, and readers repeatedly identified poetry as the highest form of art and placed it above of the dust of the marketplace. Like fiction, though, poets and poetry functioned within the rising literary market. Eliza Richards’ image of the male poet as the ‘public private man,’ who displayed what we might call his emotional intelligence for consumption, was both an economically and emotionally charged figure. And the emphasis poets and audiences alike placed on the moral and emotional service provided by poetry obscured the price placed on each giftbook or single volume of poetry: when N. T. Rosseter proclaimed himself a “happy possessor” of The Song of Hiawatha, someone, somewhere, if not Rosseter himself, had purchased that volume. 61 Scholars have pointed to Longfellow’s strategic management of his
poems and the means of their production—his purchase of his poems’ stereotype plates in 1845, his willingness to experiment with a range of venues and editions to maximize distribution—all of which suggest his willingness to view his poems and their finished forms as commodities.\textsuperscript{62}

If fan mail represented the presence of the market, it also stood as a tangible record of reading and of a work’s emotional effectiveness. Longfellow himself believed the highest achievement for poetry was the emotional or moral service it provided to its readers. In March 1839 he recorded his friend’s wife’s reaction to the poem which would become “Footsteps of Angels”:

\begin{quote}
[F]inished a Third Psalm of Life, which I began long ago, but could never rightly close and complete till now. . . . In the afternoon carried it to Felton and left it with him. He came up in the evening. Said he read it to his wife, who “cried like a child.” I want no more favorable criticism than this.\textsuperscript{63}
\end{quote}

If, as Matthew Gartner and others have argued, as both poet and translator, Longfellow wanted to be seen as teacher and paternal guide to the wider world of European languages and letters, he also sincerely wanted that instruction to work on and through the hearts, as well as the minds, of his readers.\textsuperscript{64}

The letters also indicated to Longfellow the increasingly national character of his audience. As the newspapers, magazines, and books carrying his poetry made their way across the country, letters came to him from greater distance, attesting to the spread of his work. In 1840, early in his poetic career, Longfellow wrote to his father announcing that \textit{Voices of the Night}’s second edition had gone into press, and mentioned that Jared Sparks had shown him a letter from a Mr. Longworth of Cincinnati, “showing the real effect of these little pieces, and how they work in some minds.”\textsuperscript{65} In 1856 young Ethel Grey wrote to Longfellow from Monticello, Illinois, praising \textit{Evangeline} and proclaiming, before asking for his autograph, that
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When you least expect it, from the dim shadows of a western Forest, where the Mocking Bird and Whip-poor-Will, sing undisturbed, and wild flowers of every form and hue look up to God, there comes to you, from a young trembling Poet heart an earnest thank offering that you have lived.\footnote{66}

In 1858 Longfellow received a flowery letter from Sallie Alexander of Helena, Arkansas expressing her sympathy with his characters and the general sentiment of his poems—“Mr. Longfellow, you are such a Heart-Linguist—you find words to make happiness happiness.” Continued Alexander: “Authors are unknown beings to me, a western girl whose thoughts move as untutored as the winds through her western home’s wilds—but I have such a deep admiration for the earnest in purpose, the brilliant in execution, that I could not refrain from wishing, that I might send my love and admiration.”\footnote{67} S. R. Phillips, writing from Kenosha, Wisconsin, praised \textit{Hiawatha}, stating that the long poem “deserves a wide circulation, especially in the United States, and be assured it will receive it in this part of the Country, where more than in the New England States it is known to be ‘true to Nature’, where the ‘red man’ still lives in his natural state.”\footnote{68} Phillips bragged that his copy, sent to him by a cousin in Chicago, was the only copy in Kenosha, and was “much sought after, by the admirers of the ‘first of American poets’”—a statement which blended praise for the poet with the hint of a marketing opportunity: get more copies to Wisconsin.\footnote{69} In February 1846, Longfellow wrote to publisher Abraham Hart about his desire to get out a cheap edition of his works as quickly as possible, and to have it “sent into every nook and corner of the country.” He added, “I have lately had letters from strangers in Texas and the Rocky Mountains; and I want to have my poems in such a form as that they may go as far as these regions.” Letters from far-flung strangers stood as both evidence of Longfellow’s extended readership and as indicators of a potential market.\footnote{70}

If circulation indicated sales, sales also indicated circulation, and circulation meant, in theory, moral and emotional effect. What Thomas N. Baker has described as the
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“sentimental commerce” between N. P. Willis and his female admirers was a two-way exchange.\textsuperscript{71} If he did not face the same economic need the Warners did, Longfellow’s systematic retention of these letters suggests his own ongoing need for evidence of his influence which went beyond indications of market value. Like his admirers, Longfellow carefully retained letters; like his admirers, Longfellow could boast of his letters, which he saved in addition to saving reviews of his works.\textsuperscript{72} Even his complaints to friends and in his journals, sincere as they may have been, pointed to a certain willingness to share his awareness of his reputation as it increasingly extended across the nation. Although Longfellow clearly understood that such letters could contain more flattery than truth—reporting on the Longworth letter to his father in 1840, Longfellow had added, “as the letter was not intended for my eye, I take his opinion as sincere, and hope it may not be too exaggerated”\textsuperscript{73}—he also valued the emotional and intellectual response to his work shown by Longworth’s letter, and over the years, by other such letters. Fan mail charted responses to Longfellow’s poetry and hinted at, rather than stated blatantly, sales figures. Keeping his fan mail allowed Longfellow to see himself as he wanted to be: the friendly, instructive poet in a reader’s pocket or library, with the price tag removed.

At the same time, the fact that Longfellow kept his fan mail also gives literary historians a valuable means of assessing his influence on a segment of his actual readers (or at least on those who were moved to contact him). In these letters, expressions of hope for connection with the ‘real’ Longfellow, including requests for relics, are blended with requests for patronage and career assistance. Would-be poets presented themselves to Longfellow as would-be protégés; some, as in the case of Sherwood Bonner, who would become Longfellow’s amanuensis a few years before his death, reached those ranks.\textsuperscript{74} Most of the others did not; yet their requests and the poems they sent attest to the ubiquity of poetry and
of poetry writing in antebellum American culture. For every letter thanking Longfellow for expressing an admirer’s own inexpressible sentiments, there were others asking Longfellow to assess the writer’s attempts at self-expression. Reading Longfellow’s fan mail, then, provides insight into reader’s beliefs about the relationships between a poet and his audience, about Longfellow’s own complex need for evidence of the cultural and emotional work done by his poetry in light of its increasing commodification, and, finally, about the broader cultural desirability of the title “poet” during this period.
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